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Abstract: Transition zones in railway tracks are the locations with considerable changes in vertical
support structures, e.g., near bridges. Due to possible water flow constrictions in transition zone
structures, there is frequently an increased moisture level in the ballast/subballast layers, which is
a potential source of track degradation. This paper presents results of the moisture condition
measured in three transition zones using ground penetrating radar, where the ballast/subballast
are analyzed. The relationship between the moisture condition and track degradation in the
transition zones is studied by comparing it to the longitudinal track level that is measured by
the track inspection coaches. A strong connection is found between the high moisture condition
and track degradation in the transition zones. The dynamic behavior of the transition zones with
high moisture condition is analyzed using the Finite Element method. Differential stiffness and
settlement are taken into consideration in the transition zone model, which is also coupled with a
vehicle. The ballast/subballast layers are modelled as solid elements. Increased moisture conditions
are considered as a reduction of elastic modulus, according to laboratory findings. Results show that
high moisture leads to an increase of dynamic wheel loads in the transition zone, which explains the
connection and confirms that the high moisture condition is a source of transition zone problems.

Keywords: bridge transition zone; railway; moisture condition; ballast; finite element method;
track degradation

1. Introduction of Transition Zones

Transition zones in railway track network are locations with considerable changes in track support
structures. Typically, they are located near concrete structures, such as bridges, culverts, and tunnels.
An example of a bridge transition zone is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A typical bridge transition zone.
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The track geometry in transition zones degrades at a much faster rate than that of open tracks [1–4],
which results in the appearance of a “dip” [5]. This phenomenon has been confirmed by a survey of
the performance of track transition zones, which revealed that 51% of the track transition zones had
experienced such a settlement [6]. In the field measurement of a bridge transition zone [4], the rail
displacements on multiple locations were measured during train passages. Results showed a 5.1 mm
deep dip in the ballast track. A dip was also found in the transition zone of level crossing in [7],
which was 5.3 mm in depth.

Such large geometry irregularity leads to an increase of dynamic wheel loads [8] and the
redistribution of dynamic wheel loads [3]. The increased dynamic wheel loads may damage track
components, for example [1–3,6,9–17]:

• rail surface defects and cracks in the rail foot;
• broken fasteners;
• cracks in concrete sleepers;
• breakage of ballast particles and voids between sleepers and ballast, also known as hanging sleepers.

It also initiates the further deterioration of track geometry, causing a self-perpetuating
system [15,17–21]. Increased dynamic wheel loads can result in worsening of the passenger’s
comfort [18], and can even create a potential for train derailment.

As a result, transition zones require more maintenance, like tamping and adding ballast,
as compared to open tracks [11,22]. For instance, in the Netherlands, maintenance activities on
the track in transition zones are performed up to 4–8 times more often than on open tracks [14,23].
In the United States (US), $200 million is spent annually on maintenance of the track in transition
zones, while in Europe, about €97 million is spent on similar maintenance activities [24,25].

The major factors causing transition zone problems can be divided into three categories [1,6,22]:

• Significant abrupt changes in the vertical stiffness of the track;
• Differential settlement or uneven profile of the ballast track, which inherently settles more than a

concrete structure;
• Geotechnical issues, such as poor drainage conditions and poor quality of materials.

Many studies have been conducted to analyse the former two factors in transition zones, such as
in [6,8,11,17]. A thorough review can be found in [26]. The geotechnical factor has been studied less,
which is mainly due to the limitations of measurement methods. For instance, the inspection of the
ballast quality was typically conducted by excavating samples from ballast layers, which is costly,
destructive, and needs track possession time.

The moisture condition of the ballast may play an important role in the rapid degradation of
tracks and consequently geometry irregularities. Excess water in substructures significantly reduces
(around 50%) the resilience of tracks [27,28] and increases (around 40%) track settlement [29–31].
The loss in resilient modulus and the increase of settlement have significant implications for transient
vertical displacements and track performance.

This paper presents an experimental analysis of the moisture condition to explore the relationship
between moisture and track condition in transition zones. In total, three transition zones of various
conditions are analysed. The moisture condition in the transition zones is measured by the use of
ground penetrating radar (GPR) [32,33], which is compared to the track geometry that is measured by
inspection coaches. The relationship between moisture condition and geometry irregularity is analysed.

Transition zones in high moisture condition are numerically studied using the Finite Element (FE)
method. The transition zone model accounts for differential stiffness and settlement at the same time,
which is developed in [8,34], and validated in [35]. Ballast and subballast layers are modelled as solid
elements and high moisture conditions are considered as a reduction of elastic modulus. The wheel
loads of the transition zone in the high moisture case are compared with a reference case to analyse the
effect of moisture conditions.
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The paper is organised as follows. Research for the moisture condition in ballast is reviewed
in Section 2. The experimental study of the moisture condition in transition zones is presented in
Section 3. In Section 4, the transition zone in high moisture condition is analysed using the FE method.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Review of the Mechanism of Saturated Ballast

Drainage, as one of the most important functions of track structure, can intercept subsurface water
entering the area of the track substructure, intercept surface water approaching the track structure
from sides, and remove water draining out of the ballast and subballast [36].

There are three sources of water entering the track substructure: precipitation falling onto the
tracks, water flowing down along adjacent slopes, and water seeping upward from the subgrade [36].
The track structure is designed to provide an adequate drainage function. However, due to the special
structure in transition zones, e.g., abutment, the water may not be drained efficiently. The excess water
in the substructure significantly reduces the resilience [27,28] and increases the settlement [29–31,36]
of tracks. The problem becomes particularly severe when the substructure reaches a saturated state,
leading to considerable increases in track maintenance costs [27,36].

The resilient modulus of most of the untreated granular materials has a notable dependence on
moisture content, where the modulus decreases with the growth of saturation level [27]. For instance,
in [37], a 50% decrease in resilient modulus in the gravel was observed as the degree of saturation
increased from 70% to 97%. A field measurement using seismic surface waves in [28] found a 50%
decrease of (fouled) ballast modulus when the ballast is saturated. The reason is due to the excess
pore-water pressure that is developed by the saturated granular materials under repeated loading.
As the pore-water pressure develops, the effective stress in ballast decreases with a subsequent
reduction in both strength and stiffness of ballast bed [27].

3. Experiment Analysis of Transition Zones

Although a poor drainage condition is considered as one reason for the track degradation in
transition zones, it has not been experimentally analysed in detail in the field. This section presents the
measurement of moisture condition in transition zones using GPR. The relationship between moisture
condition and track geometry is also studied.

3.1. Introduction of GPR

GPR uses a radio wave source to transmit a pulse of electromagnetic energy into the inspected
medium [33]. Its principle in railway measurements is shown in Figure 2. GPR is an effective and
non-invasive tool for mapping railway structures and analysing subsurface conditions. The reflected
energy, originating from the interfaces between materials of different dielectric properties, is received
and recorded for analysis. GPR data consists of changes in reflection amplitude, changes in the arrival
time of specific reflections, and signal attenuation [32,38]. The method provides a continuous profile
of the thickness and properties of railway structures, which can be used to analyse the quality of
track substructures, such as the moisture susceptibility of ballast and subballast, fouling of ballast,
layer deformation, and mud pumping [39–41].

GPR measurements for this case study were performed using a GSSI SIR-30 GPR system,
manufactured by Geophysical Survey Systems Inc., Nashua, NH, USA, including a 400 MHz antenna
attached to a VR-Track Ltd Tka-8 maintenance engine, as illustrated in Figure 3.

The GPR antenna can be lifted to 0.3 m above the sleeper level and the maximum survey speed is
up to 160 km/h, depending on data collection settings. The data collection rate was controlled
by a distance measurement instrument. During the survey, GPS coordinates and digital video
were recorded using Rail Doctor™ Camlink software, developed by Roadscanners Oy, Rovaniemi,
Finland. The processing, visualization, interpretation, and analysis of the GPR data are performed
using the Rail Doctor software (version 3.2), developed by Roadscanners Oy, Rovaniemi, Finland,
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2017. The measurement system has been calibrated against sample analysis [38] and pit tests [39].
A screenshot from the recorded video is shown in Figure 4a, wherein a transition zone consisting
of embankment and a bridge can be found. A measurement result from GPR at the corresponding
location is shown in Figure 4b. The right axis of Figure 4b indicates the depth, in meters, beneath the
top of sleepers (or below rails). The ballast layer is located from 0 m to 0.6 m below rails, where the
ballast at 0–0.25 m is between sleepers and 0.25–0.6 m is below sleepers. The subballast is located
from 0.6 m to 1.2 m, and below 1.2 m is embankment and subgrade. It should be noted that sleepers
are filtered during the data processing to obtain a better visualization of the data. The lateral axis of
Figure 4b is the distance or location, which is in the form of “km + m”. The two sides of the bridge in a
transition zone are named as the embankment-bridge side and the bridge-embankment side in the
paper depending on the train moving direction. The moving directions of the results presented in this
paper are all from left to right. Therefore, the embankment-bridge side is always on the left side of
bridges (before the bridges) and the bridge-embankment side on the right side (after the bridges).

Figure 2. Measuring principle of ground penetrating radar (GPR). A1 stands for the amplitude of the
reflection between the sleeper and ballast; A2 stands for the amplitude of the reflection between the
ballast and subballast; t1 stands for the travel time in ballast; t2 stands for the travel time in subballast.

Figure 3. Railway engine with GPR system: (a) schematic diagram; (b) photograph.
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Figure 4. Measurement results: (a) the digital video; (b) the GPR data.

Dielectric properties decide the amplitude, arrival time, and signal attenuation of reflections,
and they are different with a higher content of fines and water [42]. The dielectric constant and the
velocity of the signal in various materials are shown in Table 1 [43]. This difference can be detected by
analysing the GPR signal [38,43,44]. As a result, the distribution of the relative moisture susceptibility
in ballast and subballast can be obtained.

Table 1. Dielectric constant and the velocity of the signal in various material, data measured by [43].

Material Dielectric Constant Velocity (m/s)

Air 1.0 3 × 108

Dry spent ballast 4.3 1.45 × 108

Wet spent ballast (5% water) 7.8 1.07 × 108

Saturated spent ballast 38.5 0.58 × 108

Water 81.0 0.33 × 108

In the post-process stage, measurement results are transformed into frequency-domain data and
are parameterized by means of a sliding calculation window in depth and longitudinal directions
using the windowed Fourier transform (WFT) [39]. Results are then visualised as a colour-coded
image, wherein the strong reflections (blue) indicate high moisture susceptibility and weak reflections
(red) low. This method has been calibrated and utilized in [39,45,46]. A comparison of two moisture
profiles is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Moisture profiles: (a) low moisture; (b) high moisture.
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3.2. Measurement Results

The moisture condition of three bridge transition zones on a Finnish railway line was measured
using GPR. To study the effect of the moisture condition, the longitudinal level (rail height) measured
by track inspection coaches in a similar time period using a 5 m-chord method was also collected.

Measurement results of an open track section are shown in Figure 6 as a reference case. A photo of
the track is shown in Figure 6a, the moisture profile in Figure 6b and longitudinal level (rail height) in
Figure 6c. The vertical axis of the moisture profile (Figure 6b) indicates the depth under rails in meters.
Although the subballast layer ideally ends 1.2 m, it often settles deeper, especially in transition zones.
As a result, the measurement results are collected down to 1.8 m. The ballast, subballast, and subgrade
are dry, as indicated by the red colour of the moisture profile. The irregularity of the longitudinal track
level is less than 2 mm, which is relatively small.

Measurement results from Transition Zone A are shown in Figure 7. This transition zone is
composed of embankment and a 41 m long concrete bridge. The photo of the bridge taken by the
on-board video camera (Figure 3) during the GPR measurements is shown in Figure 7a. The ballast
is laid on the bridge, the depth of which is around 0.6 m beneath rails. GPR data from the concrete
bridge is out of the focus of this study and it therefore blocked out. Approach slabs are employed at
both ends of the bridge. The slabs are made of concrete and laid diagonally from the ballast layer to
the subballast layer.

Moisture susceptibility increases before and after the bridge, as can be seen from Figure 7 (see the
blue zones indicated by No. 1 and No. 4). The blue zones of No. 2 and No. 5 are caused by
approach slabs, since the concrete has a similar expression as highly susceptible moisture areas after
post-processing. Likewise, the blue zone from No. 3 is caused by a section of rail, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Measurement results of open track: (a) photograph of the track; (b) the moisture profile; and,
(c) the longitudinal track level.
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Figure 7. Measurement results of Transition Zone A: (a) photograph of the track; (b) the moisture
profile; and, (c) the longitudinal track level.

Figure 8. Section of rail in Transition Zone A.

Figure 7c shows that the irregularity of the track increases significantly before and after the
bridge (indicated by No. 6 and No. 7), which reached 3.0 mm and 2.9 mm, respectively. These two
irregularities indicate the appearance of differential track settlement, which agrees with the dips
found in other transition zones, such as in [4,6,7]. Transition Zone A has both increased moisture
susceptibility and track irregularity based on the moisture profile and the longitudinal track level data
on both ends of the bridge.

Measurement results of two more transition zones (named as Transition Zone B and Transition
Zone C) are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Their structures are similar to that of Transition Zone A.
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Figure 9. Measurement results of Transition Zone B: (a) photograph of the track; (b) the moisture
profile; and, (c) the longitudinal track level.

Figure 10. Measurement results of Transition Zone C: (a) photograph of the track; (b) the moisture
profile; and, (c) the longitudinal track level.

Moisture susceptibility increases before the bridge in Transition Zone B. The blue area No. 8
(Figure 9) appears at the interface between the ballast layer and the subballast layer, which implies
that the water is held at the bottom of the ballast and the drainage system is in poor condition. This is
most likely one of the reasons for the track irregularity in the corresponding location (No. 9). However,
no significant increase of the moisture can be found above the approaching slab, yet a large dip appears
in the corresponding location. This irregularity could be caused by other reasons, such as a rail defect.

In the bridge-embankment side of Transition Zone B, the moisture in the ballast and the subballast
layer is relatively low. As expected, the track geometry at the corresponding location is much smoother,
as shown in Figure 9c.

Transition Zone C is in worse condition than Transition Zones A and B. The moisture susceptibility
of the ballast and the subballast is significantly increased, both at the bottom of ballast (No. 11) and
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bottom of subballast (No. 10 and No. 12), as seen in Figure 10b. Severe track irregularity also appears
through the entire transition zone, as shown in Figure 10c.

In summary, high moisture areas appear mostly before and after the bridges in all of the transition
zones. They can be detected sometimes at the bottom of the ballast layer, bottom of subballast
layer, and above the abutments. Track irregularities can also be found at corresponding locations,
which implies a connection between high moisture condition and track degradation. When the
moisture is high, the track irregularities are higher (see the embankment-bridge side of Transition
Zone C, in Figure 10); when the moisture is low, the track irregularities are also low (see the
bridge-embankment side of Transition Zone B, Figure 9).

Since the theoretical findings in Section 2 suggest that a high moisture in ballast leads to a
reduction of stiffness, the high moisture in the structure can be considered as one of the sources for the
extra degradation in transition zones. It should be noted that the high moisture is not the only source
leading to the extra degradation, for instance, the large track irregularity above the approaching slab in
the embankment-bridge side in Transition Zone B (Figure 9) is not caused by the moisture condition.

4. Finite Element Analysis of Transition Zones with High Moisture

Since a strong connection between the high moisture condition and track degradation is found
from field measurement data, this section aspires to explain the connection using the FE method.
The dynamic behaviour of transition zones with high moisture condition is analysed.

4.1. Introduction of the Finite Element Model

The FE model considering both the differential stiffness and settlement in transition zones is
introduced in the section. The model that is used in this paper is based on the model proposed in [47]
and further developed in [8,34]. The model consists of two ballast tracks and one track on the bridge
in the middle, as shown in Figure 11. It is possible to analyse both the embankment-bridge and the
bridge-embankment sides of the transition zone with a single calculation. In this model, the “bridge”
is symbolical, which is simplified to reduce the calculation costs.

Figure 11. Finite Element (FE) model of the track transition zone: (a) full view; (b) cross-section of
ballast track.

The length of ballast track is 48 m (one on each side) and the bridge is 24 m. Components of
the ballast track are rails, fasteners, sleepers, ballast, and subgrade. The rails are modelled as beam
elements with the cross-sectional and mass properties of UIC54 rails. Spring and damper elements
between the rails and sleepers are used to model fasteners. The springs have bilinear properties in
the vertical direction so that they have the stiffness of rail pads in compression, while the stiffness is
much higher to simulate the clamping effect of fasteners in tension. Ballast, sleepers, and subgrade
are modelled using fully integrated solid elements with elastic material properties. The ballast and
subballast are considered as one layer, which is 0.9 m deep. There is no ballast between sleepers
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since its effect on settlement is negligible. It should be noted that the ballast, subballast and subgrade
are simplified in the model. Despite the fact that the responses of unbound granular materials such
as ballast, subballast, and subgrade can be more accurately modelled using nonlinear constitutive
models, simplifications have to be adopted in the large-scale study (e.g., transition zones) to reduce
the computational expense. Many studies (e.g., [10,48–53]) have proved that some behaviour of ballast
and hanging sleepers can be modelled accurately using simplified methods (e.g., solid elements with
elastic material properties). Following [10,48–53], the ballast and subgrade in this model are also
modelled by solid elements with elastic material properties. The element length of 75 mm is used for
the sleepers and the ballast (there are eight elements within one sleeper space). The thickness of the
subgrade is 2 m.

The vehicle model is idealized as a multibody system consisting of one body, two bogies, and four
wheelsets. The wheelsets are named Wheel 1 to 4 from the right to the left. Wheel 1 and 2 belong to the
front bogie and the Wheel 3 and 4 belong to the rear bogie. Primary and secondary suspensions
are modelled by spring-damper elements. The parameters are suggested by literature (vehicle
parameters by [11,54,55], track parameter by [10,49,54,56]), and are then tuned according to field
measurements [35]. The axle load of the vehicle is 19.0 t and velocity is 144 km/h. Material properties
of the track components and vehicle used in the model are collected in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties of the track components.

Parameter Value

Sleeper Elastic Modulus (Pa) 3.65 × 1010

Sleeper Poisson’s ratio 0.167
Ballast Elastic Modulus (Pa) 1.20 × 108

Ballast Poisson’s ratio 0.250
Subgrade Elastic Modulus (Pa) 1.80 × 108

Subgrade Poisson’s ratio 0.250
Concrete bridge Elastic Modulus (Pa) 3.50 × 1010

Concrete bridge Poisson’s ratio 0.167
Fastening system horizontal stiffness (N/m) 1.5 × 106

Fastening system horizontal damping (N*s/m) 5.00 × 104

Fastening system longitudinal stiffness (N/m) 1.5 × 106

Fastening system longitudinal damping (N*s/m) 5.00 × 104

Fastening system vertical (compression) stiffness (N/m) 1.20 × 108

Fastening system vertical (compression) damping (N*s/m) 5.00 × 104

Fastening system vertical (tension) stiffness (N/m) 1.20 × 1011

Fastening system vertical (tension) damping (N*s/m) 5.00 × 104

Distance between wheels (m) 2.5
Distance between axles (m) 20.0
Length of train body (m) 23.0
Primary suspension stiffness (N/m) 4.25 × 105

Primary suspension damping (N*s/m) 1.00 × 106

Secondary suspension stiffness (N/m) 4.68 × 105

Secondary suspension damping (N*s/m) 6.50 × 104

Secondary suspension Bending stiffness (Nm/rad) 1.05 × 104

The contact between wheels and rails is modelled using the linear Hertzian spring [56].
Silent boundaries are applied on both ends of the model in order to reduce the wave reflection
effect. The nodes at the bottom of the subgrade and bridge are fixed.

The model considers differential settlement between the bridge and ballast track on both sides.
After construction or tamping, ballast tracks will be compacted within a short period [36,57–59]. In this
period, the large settlement appears in ballast tracks due to the volumetric compaction of particles.
On the contrary, the tracks on bridges are barely settled, which generates a differential settlement in
transition zones. It should be noted that the value of the differential settlement is important, but is
difficult to measure precisely in reality. For instance, the void under sleepers measured in [11] had
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an error of 3 mm. The value of the differential settlement that is used in the paper is selected from
the range of values that are frequently reported in field measurements of transition zones [14,23],
which is 2–10 mm. A value of 4 mm is used, since it can represent the early period of a transition zone.
Dynamic responses are expected to be larger for higher differential settlement values.

The nonlinear connection between sleepers and ballast is important for modelling of the ballast
degradation mechanism [48,53]. In the case of hanging sleepers, the sleepers should generate a
nonlinear interaction force to the ballast under compression and separable without loading [53].
Therefore, contact elements are applied between sleepers and ballast. According to the penalty
algorithm that is employed in the contact elements, the search for penetrations between the bottom
surface of sleepers and the top surface of ballast is made for every time step during the calculation.
When penetration has been detected, a force that is proportional to the penetration depth is applied to
resist and ultimately eliminate the penetration [60]. This method allows for simulating the impact on
ballast, which is proportional to the downward acceleration of sleepers.

The simulation procedure consists of two phases. First, only the gravity forces are applied to
the model. When the model reaches the equilibrium state, the velocity is applied to the vehicle,
so that the vehicle moves from the left end to the right end of the transition zone passing the bridge.
The mass-weighted nodal damping is applied globally to the nodes and the track’s random irregularity
is not considered in this model. The model is solved using the commercial software LS-DYNA,
version R8, developed by Livermore Software Technology Corporation, CA 94551, the US, 2015.
The time-step is 1.3 × 10−5 s, and the calculation takes approximately 10 h using an 8-core (I7)
workstation with High Parallel Computing (HPC).

The model was validated against field measurements in [35]. The comparison between the
simulated rail displacements and the calculated measurement displacements is shown in Figure 12.
Rails from a close location (above the 2nd sleeper) and a far location (above the 11th sleeper),
with respect to the bridge, are both compared. The measurement was performed using a Digital
Image Correlation-device [4]. Results are filtered using a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of
35 Hz. It should be noted that the model is tuned according to the measured transition zone. As it can
be seen from Figure 12, the simulation results are in a good correlation with the measurement data
both in the time and the frequency domains.

Figure 12. Comparisons of measurement and simulation results: (a) the rail close to the bridge in the
time domain; (b) the rail far from the bridge in the time domain; (c) the rail far from the bridge in the
frequency domain; and, (d) the rail close to the bridge in the frequency domain.
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4.2. Simulation of the Transition Zone with High Moisture

Ballast in transition zones often has poor drainage conditions [1,6,22]. High moisture in the ballast
leads to an approximately 50% reduction in stiffness [27,28]. Therefore, the model considers ballast
with high moisture in the transition zone by reducing stiffness by 50%. In this case, ballast areas in
the transition zones assumed to be affected by high moisture (50% stiffness reduction) are within an
8-sleeper distance from the bridge and are shown with blue colour in Figure 13. The ballast stays
unchanged in the reference case.

Figure 13. Simulation of the transition zone with high moisture: (a) the reference case; (b) the high
moisture case.

4.3. Results of the Finite Element Analysis

FE simulation results of the transition zones with and without high moisture are analysed in
this section.

The dynamic wheel loads of Wheel 1 are shown in Figure 14. The horizontal axis represents
the distance along the transition zone model, where the bridge is located between 48 m and
72 m. Dynamic wheel loads on the bridge are not analyzed here, and therefore their responses
are covered by the shaded area. The dynamic wheel loads are zoomed before and after the bridge in
Figure 14b,c, respectively.

Figure 14. Dynamic wheel load of Wheel 1: (a) overview; (b) zoom-in of the embankment-bridge side;
and, (c) zoom-in of the bridge-embankment side (unit: KN).
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As shown in Figure 14, the dynamic wheel load of Wheel 1 in the reference case is increased near
the bridge, which is caused by the differential stiffness and settlement existing in the transition zone.
This is one of the sources of degradation in transition zones. In addition, the dynamic wheel loads
are different in the embankment-bridge and bridge-embankment sides. In the embankment-bridge
side, the dynamic wheel loads are increased at a closer location to the bridge (at 47.4 m, 0.6 m from
the bridge), while in the bridge-embankment side, the dynamic wheel loads are increased at a further
location (at 73.2 m, 1.2 m from the bridge). This is caused by the different vehicle dynamics between
the elevation and drop-off, which are theoretically studied in [17] and numerically studied in [8].

When comparing to the reference case, the dynamic wheel loads of Wheel 1 in the high moisture
case are slightly increased at most of the locations before and after the bridge (43–48 m and 72–78 m),
while they remain the same at further locations. This is reasonable since the stiffness of ballast is
reduced only at these locations (8-sleeper distances, corresponding to 43.2–72 m and 72–76.8 m).
Similarly, the slight increase is also found in the dynamic wheel loads of the other three wheels at most
of the locations before and after the bridge, as shown in Figure 15. It should be noted that the dynamic
wheel loads in the high moisture case are lower than that in the reference case at some individual peaks.
This is caused by the dynamic vibration of the vehicle. To study the overall effect of high moisture,
the statistics of increased percentage of the peaks close to the bridge (the closest seven peaks to the
bridge on both sides, negative towards the bridge and positive away from the bridge, as indicated in
Figure 14b,c) is performed, as shown in Table 3. The increase percentages of the dynamic wheel loads
in the high moisture case with respect to those at the same location in the reference case are calculated.

Figure 15. Dynamic wheel loads: (a) zoom-in of the embankment-bridge side of Wheel 2; (b) zoom-in
of the bridge-embankment side of Wheel 2; (c) zoom-in of the embankment-bridge side of Wheel 3;
(d) zoom-in of the bridge-embankment side of Wheel 3; (e) zoom-in of the embankment-bridge side of
Wheel 4; and, (f) zoom-in of the bridge-embankment side of Wheel 4 (unit: KN).
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Table 3. Increase percentages of the dynamic wheel loads in the high moisture case comparing to the
reference case.

Peak Wheel 1 Wheel 2 Wheel 3 Wheel 4

−7 4.7 2.9 4.4 1.1
−6 3.2 1.9 −0.3 −0.7
−5 2.5 3.5 1.6 −0.1
−4 3.2 2.4 1.7 −3.3
−3 3.4 2.9 4.5 4.5
−2 1.6 −8.5 3.0 −5.4
−1 3.5 1.0 1.4 −1.0
1 −2.6 3.2 −4.8 2.2
2 3.7 −2.5 5.0 1.2
3 −1.0 1.9 −2.7 2.4
4 5.1 0.8 4.0 3.4
5 −1.4 −1.0 0.0 −2.9
6 10.0 0.8 5.9 −1.0
7 3.1 3.5 3.6 2.1

Average 2.6 0.8 1.7 0.2

As shown in Figure 15 and Table 3, the dynamic wheel loads of all the wheels in the high moisture
case are increased, where average ranges are from 0.2% (Wheel 4) to 2.6% (Wheel 1). It should be noted
that the negative values in Table 3 correspond to the peaks in Figures 14 and 15 where the dynamic
wheel loads in the high moisture case are lower than that in the reference case. The increase of the
front wheels is higher than that of the rear wheels (Wheel 1 > Wheel 2, Wheel 3 > Wheel 4), and the
increase of the front bogie is higher than that of the rear bogie (Wheel 1 > Wheel 3, Wheel 2 > Wheel 4).
Because the higher dynamic wheel loads accelerate track degradation, the simulation results confirm
that a high moisture condition is one of the sources of fast degradation that is often reported in
transition zones. The increase of dynamic wheel loads also explains the irregularities in longitudinal
track level, as shown in Section 3.

It should be noted that the vehicle used in the model is a passenger vehicle (19 t). In a real
situation, freight trains with higher axle loads can bring a higher increase to the dynamic wheel loads
(e.g., 25 t), which exacerbate the track degradation. In addition, various axle loads in mixed traffic lines
may also aggravate the degradation [61]. The same situation can be expected if trains travel at a higher
velocity (than 144 km/h).

5. Discussion

A higher moisture level in the ballast and subballast layers of the measured transition zones was
detected with field measurements. According to the experience of others, e.g., [3], wet ballast has often
been observed in transition zones. High moisture in the ballast indicates that the drainage system
is not fully functional. The intent of a drainage system in railways is to intercept subsurface water
entering the area of the track substructure, to intercept surface water approaching the track structure
from the sides, and to remove water draining out of the ballast and subballast [36]. When the drainage
system does not work properly, it may bring problems that fall [36] into two categories.

1. Changes in physical properties of tracks, such as: pore pressure increases under cyclic load
causing increase in plastic strain accumulation, decrease in stiffness.

2. Damage to track components, such as: subgrade attrition and slurry formation from ballast action;
ballast degradation from slurry abrasion, chemical action, and freezing of water; sleeper attrition
from slurry abrasion.

The first category problems can be observed as the degradation of track alignment, which is
shown by the measured longitudinal track level in Section 3 and explained in Section 4. Moreover,
track irregularities have also been reported in transition zones, e.g., [1,3,4,6,7]. An example of a
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transition zone with large track irregularities is shown in Figure 16. The second category problems
result in maintenance, such as ballast cleaning (undercutting) by ballast cleaners [36,56], or ballast
adding by track stoneblower [56,62]. When the problems are not solved timely, frost heave and mud
pumping problems may occur. All of the problems cause a significant increase in track maintenance
costs and reduction in passenger comfort. A possible solution is to improve the drainage system in
transition zones at the design stage, since currently most codes regard the drainage system in transition
zones the same as that in free track, e.g., in [63].

Figure 16. Transition zone with large track irregularities.

Numerical simulations have demonstrated how increased moisture (represented as reduced
ballast stiffness) causes dynamic wheel loads to have a greater impact on transition zone structures
(ballast/subballast) during loading (train traffic). This may result in a variation of ballast distribution
and consequently accelerate ballast settlement. Since most numerical studies of transition zones only
consider the difference of the stiffness and settlement in transition zones, e.g., [6,8,11,64], it is suggested
to also consider the effect of ballast moisture in future studies.

In addition to the reduction in stiffness, it is also possible to model the ballast with high moisture
as a higher growth rate of settlement. In [29], static one-dimensional tests of ballast were conducted to
study the effect of the addition of water on ballast deformation. Specimens with added water had a
40% increase in settlement when compared to dry samples. Similar findings from laboratory tests can
also be found in [30], where the additional settlement caused by water for fresh and recycled ballast is
39% and 42%. When the ballast is fouled (e.g., by clay and silt), the extra settlement caused by water is
even larger [31].

6. Conclusions

To explore the degradation mechanism in transition zones, this paper studies the moisture
condition of the ballast and subballast in transition zones experimentally and numerically.

The paper presents results of moisture condition measured in three transition zones using GPR.
It has been found that the high moisture areas appear mostly before and after the bridges in transition
zones. Track irregularities can also be found at the corresponding locations, which imply a strong
connection between the high moisture conditions and track degradation. High moisture areas tend to
be located at the bottom of the ballast layer, the bottom of the subballast layer, and above the abutments.

To explain the connection, the dynamic behaviour of the transition zone in a high moisture
condition is analysed using the FE method (explicit integration). The ballast and subballast are
modelled as solid elements and the high moisture conditions are considered as (50%) reduction of the
elastic modulus, according to laboratory findings. It has been found that the average of dynamic wheel
load peaks for all wheels in the transition zone in the high moisture condition is slightly increased
(ranging from 0.2% to 2.6%) when compared to the reference condition. Since the high dynamic
wheel loads will lead to fast track degradation, the simulation results confirm that the high moisture
condition is one of the sources of the fast degradation that is often reported in transition zones.

In a real situation, when higher axle loads or velocities of the trains are in use, faster track
degradation can be expected in transition zones in a high moisture condition. To prevent it,
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more attention should be paid to the drainage system of the ballast track in transition zones. In addition,
it is recommended to consider the effect of ballast moisture in the future studies of transition zones.
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